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1. Wordy Passage: Nomads and Sedentary People
The interactions between nomads and sedentary people took place on several levels. The
two groups were economically complementary, one producing animal products, the other
agricultural and crafts goods, and exchange was to the benefit of both. Arrangements had
to be made to insure that the animals did not destroy cereal crops by grazing or trampling.
Fallow fields were made available for grazing which encouraged plant growth and
provided natural fertilization. Because of this interaction, cities and states could enforce
some type of control over the pastoralists. Depending on the proximity of the pastoralists’
villages and grazing grounds to the centers of power, they were more or less subjected to
political control military and labor levies, and taxation.
2. Difficult Passage: Intellectual Life in Fifth-Century Greece
Greeks of Hesiod’s day had viewed the earliest state of the universe as a formless void
they called chaos. Out of chaos, they believed, the order of their own world had
emerged—kosmos, a Greek word meaning both “order” and “beauty” (hence the word
“cosmetics” for makeup, or “cosmetic surgery” to improve appearance). Mythology
served the important function of grounding the growth of cosmos from chaos in various
actions taken by the gods. The great contribution of the sixth-century Greek thinkers of
Ionia had lain in their determination to abandon this mythological and religious
framework and attempt instead to explain the world by material processes alone.
3. Chart for Planning Cases

4. Converting Text for Electronic Delivery

5. Web Content Planner

1. Wordiness Reduced by One-Third
Nomads and sedentary people were economically interdependent, allowing cities and
states to gain control over the pastoralists. To mutual benefit, one group produced animal
products and the other agricultural and crafts goods. Pastoralists prevented animals from
grazing or trampling cereal crops, while farmers made fallow fields available for grazing,
encouraging natural fertilization. Through this interaction and proximity, pastoralists
came under the political control of cities and states and could be subjected to military and
labor levies and taxation.
2. Sources of Difficulty Identified
Greeks of Hesiod’s day had viewed the earliest state of the universe as a formless void
they called chaos. Out of chaos, they believed, the order of their own world had
emerged—kosmos, a Greek word meaning both “order” and “beauty” (hence the word
“cosmetics” for makeup, or “cosmetic surgery” to improve appearance). Mythology
served the important function of grounding the growth of cosmos from chaos in various
actions taken by the gods. The great contribution of the sixth-century Greek thinkers of
Ionia had lain in their determination to abandon this mythological and religious
framework and attempt instead to explain the world by material processes alone.
3. Filled-in Example of Chart for Planning Cases

4. Example of Keying Text for Online Delivery

5. Filled-in Example of Planning Web Content

